Trouble Season 1 Episode 1 Screening Kit

Discussion Questions:

1) What does the phrase ‘diversity of tactics’ mean to you? What are some of the objections to adopting a diversity of tactics framework, and what lies at the root of these disagreements?

2) Are lawsuits ever a useful strategy? What are some of the pros and cons? How do legal strategies tend to affect the broader dynamics of popular movements struggling around an issue?

3) Has anybody had to work on a campaign with NGOs, and if so how would you describe the resulting dynamic?

4) Are there any pipeline or large scale industrial infrastructure projects proposed, or under construction in the region? If so, what are some of the possible negative environmental and social effects of these projects, and what might might a viable strategy for opposing them look like?

5) Whose traditional territory are you on? Are there any Indigenous nations in this region?

6) Do you have any personal experience navigating tensions between federally-funded tribal administrators, or band camp leaders, and more traditional Indigenous leadership?

Further Resources

sub.Media videos

2. Oil Gateway - https://vimeo.com/113769842
4. Oka Crisis in 5 minutes - https://vimeo.com/133178007
5. How Non-Violence Protects the State - https://youtu.be/dy2uYm7E1T8?t=54s
Other films

Kanehsatake: 270 Years of Resistance - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yP3srFvhKs

Further Reading


